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With views to Mount Huon, this
home in rural New South Wales
achieves much with its simple form,
offering a space for all seasons and
a "free plan" where. .octupants
can
t
decide how and when rooms are used.
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EAST STREET HOUSE
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Commissioning the design of a new home is a process
that involves a multitude of milestones, from finding the
right site and establishing a brief to negotiating during
design and then building. For many clients, this process
ends once they move in. When the design has been
guided and shaped by the owners' ideas of who they are
and how they want to live, it is fair to assume that the
clients' "dream home" will meet expectations from the
day they move in. For the owners of East Street House,
this process resulted in a new home that is their perfect
fit. Located in the New South Wales town of Albury and
designed with precision by Kerstin Thompson
Architects (KTA), the house accommodates the owners'
ideas of who they are and how they want to live.
After living the past 25 years on farmland in
rural New South Wales, the clients had genuine
concerns about building a house with chilly southern
rooms devoid of natural light. In response, the team at
KTA proposed the design of a house for all seasons that
would be big and small, cool and warm, and that would
accommodate dark and light spaces. The design offers
a compelling fusion of flexibility, comfort and, at some
moments, resistance.
In the simplest of ways, the house is a rectan
gular box with a sloping roof that mimics the downhill
fall of the hillside. The interior spaces are set out across
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two split-level terraces and shaped by a cluster of
concrete brick "pods," resulting in rooms that can be
utilized as both winter sun catchers and cool summer
retreats. KTA principal Kerstin Thompson describes
the design as the clearest example within their studio
of a "free-plan home," wherein the rooms are left to be
defined by the occupant rather than by design. With this
in mind, it is almost impossible to categorize the home
as a two-, three- or even four-bedroom residence.
I was fortunate enough to have met the owners
and visited the house almost a year before writing this
story, so on my second visit, we had the opportunity to
sit down with a cuppa to talk about living here. From
my original tour, I had a pretty good understanding
of how the rooms were set up but, unbeknown to me,
on my return visit, a few guests were staying for the
weekend. As I chatted with the owners, a couple
of unfamiliar faces appeared, one at a time, from the
eastern end of the house and I began pondering how
many more might materialize. It turned out that there
were four guests that weekend. Sleeping arrangements
had the two owners in the "main bedroom," two guests
in the upper-level bedroom/bathroom "apartment,"
a third guest in the "study" and a fourth in the south
eastern "sleep-out." Looking around, we found a few
extra spots for overflow sleeping: the louvred verandah

NEW HOUSE

01 Adjusted to the
slope of the land, the
house is designed to
be experienced in all
seasons and moods.
02 A louvred
verandah terrace
adjacent to the
kitchen doubles as
a dayroom, winter
garden or breezeway.
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